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Message From the MD

Dear colleagues, I want to thank you all for your hard work, commitment and

buffeted by them. This means we have to be bolder and more creative than

dedication that kept the company operating and functioning successfully

ever before, allowing our business to be future-ﬁt and its operating models

during this difﬁcult year. The sacriﬁces you made, both professionally and

to be scalable, positioning ourselves for growth.

personally, during a very challenging time for you, your loved ones and the
country, have been key to our success.

We will continue to operate from a position of ﬁnancial strength and look for
stronger collaboration and opportunities to innovate with our clients, using

Knowing that we are deﬁned by the reliability of the service we provide and

our multidisciplinary model and one-stop approach to accelerate the pace

the quality of the content we offer, we admirably rose to the challenge and

of service delivery to the communities we serve.

proved, as an organisation, to be both robust and extremely ﬂexible in the
face of adversity.

For now, and for this holiday season, I wish you and your families joy, warm
memories and peace. We should be thankful for what we have, remember to

The unfolding climate and societal crises have made it clear that society

embrace our loved ones and be grateful for the feeling of having them

needs to change the manner in which we operate. Therefore,

around and close.

Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) criteria will be a set of
standards that will be applied to the company's operational strategy as we

Enjoy your well-deserved festive break and be safe, take care and vaccinate!

advance as a company.

Here's to a fabulous 2022!

Our employees will have to be the drivers of positive change, supporting
measures to tackle environmental risks as well as societal challenges – from
gender to race, to equity and social mobility. Above all, good governance will
be at the heart of whatever we do. Through good governance we can
appropriately respond to environmental and social issues while
simultaneously ensuring strategic execution.

Best wishes.

Mahendren Manicum

Looking ahead, it is likely that the pace of economic recovery will be slow but
steady. We must remain hopeful that the country will rise. Cognisant of the
constrained operating environment, we must optimise our cost base and
improve efﬁciencies. Embracing our new model of execution, we will need
to get out in front of events and shape them, rather than wait and be

NC Training
Coming in 2022:
New Cape Town Ofﬁces
in Somerset West.

Naidu Consulting is committed to
contributing toward the growth of the
engineers of the future

We are pleased to announce the expansion of our Cape Town ofﬁces
moving to Paardevlei, Somerset West. The ofﬁces are expected to open
within the ﬁrst quarter of 2022.

ACADEMY OF EXCELLENCE

MENTORSHIP PROGRAMME
►
►
►
►
►

Fastracking professional
registration
Assigned mentor
Personalised training plan
Accelerated capacitation
Swift registration

►
►
►
►

Aimed at student
capacitation
Face to face lecture
One to one lectures
On the job training
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Bridges & Buildings

The year 2021 marks the 10th anniversary of the Bridges & Buildings division –
grown from 1 member working on the division's ﬁrst box culvert project, the
unit is currently one of the largest of its kind in KZN with over 40 team
members working on a wide range of projects in the industry. 2021 has seen
the addition of a fully-ﬂedged Quantity Surveying sub-unit which is led by
Sherwyn Bhana.

As we continue to innovate, we are mindful of enhancing our client
governance capability through the work that we undertake. In SANRAL's
Concrete Barrier project, led by director Josh Padayachee, our team will
explore the use of Radio Frequency ID (RFID) tags that will be cast into the
concrete barriers, allowing SANRAL to track the movement of each barrier
within the Eastern Region as part of an innovate asset management
solution.
Whilst we continue to innovate and grow, we are mindful of the intended
impact of our work in the communities in which we operate. We remain
committed to responding to our community needs through everything we
do. This commitment was reinforced during the unfortunate looting and
violence that took place throughout South Africa and which caused an
estimated R16 billion worth of losses in stock and infrastructure in Durban
alone. The division responded to the crisis by offering free building
assessment services to businesses affected by the damages to aid the rebuilding required.

The Bridges & Buildings Division in 2011 and in 2018
We continue to invest in the capacitation of our team with some 29 design,
draughting and site supervision training sessions held through the year. As
part of our digitization strategy, one such session, led by BIM lead Daleen
Stevenson, focused on Revit training. Subsequently, the acquired skill is
being effectively utilized in the DUT Buildings project – a fully integrated BIM
project that comprises the structural design of 3 new buildings that are
planned for construction at DUT's Ritson campus.

One of the buildings
modeled on REVIT to be
built at DUT

Finally “the bridge that keeps on giving”: the Ezimbokodweni Pipe and
Pedestrain Bridge won the SAICE National Technical Excellence Award 2021
whilst the social facilitation techniques employed through the project were
unpacked in a technical paper, written by eThekwini Municipality's Water
and Sanitation Unit and Naidu Consulting, and presented at the IMESA
Conference 2021.

The glowing Ezimbokodweni
Pipe and Pedestrian Bridge

Msunduze River Bridge

Albertina Sisulu Fire station

Located in th the Mandeni Local Municipality, this bridge allowed for the
safe crossing of the Msunduze River to provide access to local schools and
other public facilities. Fully aware of the economic stimulus required in this
community, carefully orchestrated and managed design and speciﬁcations
allowed for more than 40% of the project spend to be directed toward CPG
spend which included the creation of jobs with training of local community
members. The locals employed included 27 youth and 18 women whilst
collaborative efforts of the projects team saw donations injected into the
community realised through savings on the project.

Located in Ekhurleni Municipality, this ﬁrestation, which provides much
needed emergency response services to more than 18 000 households of
the Albertina Sisulu Corridor as well as farms in the local community, was
ofﬁcially opened by the Mayor of Ekhurleni this year. Naidu Consulting
provided multiple services on this project including Architectural,
Structural, Quantity Surveying and Project Management services.

The completed Msunduze River Bridge
and a school in the local community

The completed Albertina Sisulu Firestation in Gauteng
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Transportation

Despite a challenging 2021, the division has surged ahead with plans to

We have made a concerted effort to participate in the rebuilding process –

embrace Digitalisation – implementing Building Information Modelling

and have representative and leaderships in several key sector committees

(BIM and SMART Technologies), in order to advance efﬁciencies and

which lead sector growth and innovation. Through this participation we

streamline project processes. Our need to articulate job creation and

proactively provided valuable inputs towards sustainable technology to

emerging contractor development in all of projects has never been clearer

advance sector growth. In 2021, Steph Bredenhann has been extensively

in the face of waves of COVID and unrest in many parts of South Africa. Our

involved in leading research and development into Open Graded Bitumen

response to the challenging transportation sector has seen an expansion of

Rubber Asphalt for use on the N3 Stimulus Packages –using crumbed scrap

our targeted work areas with several successful tenders with SANRAL, the

tyres for paving material. At the same time, the valued input of Mahendren

City of Cape Town, the Department of Transport and the eDumbe Local

Manicum in the ﬁeld of asphalt technology saw him being elected to chair

Municipality across multiple regions in South Africa.

the 2023 International CAPSA Conference organizing committee – a highly
esteemed honour in context.

Committee:
Society of Asphalt Technology
(SAT Binderrr 2021)
Members & Roles

Committee:
CAPSA
Members & Roles

Committee:
BitMat
Members & Roles

Nathisha Gengayah Administrative Co-ordinator
Babalwa Nzuza Presenter on PG testing and
Rubber Modiﬁed Binders
Semeshan Naidoo Presenter on An Incremental Approach
to Asphalt Layer Design

Mahendren Manicum Chairman: CAPSA 2023 committee
Nathisha Gengayah Technical Co-ordinator

Mahendren Manicum Committee Member
Kevin Govender Committee Member
Sumay Maharaj Secretariat

CPG
We have embraced and unpacked the need to translate at least 30% of

of works. In 2021, we worked on exceeding CPG targets for our numerous

project spend (Community Participation Goals) into the local economy. Our

KZN Department of Transport projects, and have achieved at least 38% CPG

commitment to ﬁnding solutions which meet socio economic need whilst

and, through careful planning – increasing this to 54% CPG. More than 200

delivering the required quality of works, has seen 5 contractors from Grade 1

people were employed in just 4 projects for the KZN DOT.

to 6 upgraded by at least 1 grading level through their respective allocation

4X

the amount the CPG target
was exceeded by. BRT Route C1A
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Catalytic Projects
Delivering his State of the Nation Address in June 2021, President Ramaphosa continued to highlight several pillars for economic recovery including
Catalytic Projects with cash injections into these mega projects with intension to stimulate economic growth. We have been appointed to provide
consulting services to 2 key presidential projects, which continue to create jobs and stimulate the economy.

N3 Sanctuary Road Interchange To Link Road

This catalytic project entails the reconstruction of the slow lane on National
Route 3 Section 3 from Sanctuary Road Interchange to Link Road.
Construction of pavement layers have been completed on the Durbanbound carriageway, and the construction of the EME asphalt base has
started. This stretch of the N3 is infamously known for the number and
severity of road accidents, with the team being challenged to maintain a
safe environment for motorists and construction workers during the
construction period. Various techniques were applied including trafﬁc
control monitoring with speed ﬂashers and radar cameras, and the use of
reﬂective bollards to enhance the trafﬁc safety on this project.

Realignment Of The N2 At Umhlali River And At
Umvoti River Bridge
This catalytic project entailed the realignment and reconstruction of the
Northbound and Southbound carriageways along two sharp curves in the
vicinity of Umhlali River Bridge and Umvoti River Bridge which included:
Ÿ

Removal and replacement of pavement layers (concrete and asphalt);

Ÿ

Removal and replacement of the surfacing on bridge decks;

Ÿ

Removal / replacement or repair of existing bridge joints;

Ÿ

Landscaping and grassing of all medians, cut and ﬁll slopes;

Ÿ

Installation of drainage works.

Whilst the road met the stringent national highway standards, a key feature
of the project has been the use of labour intensive construction in the
project. Some 4400m3 of ready-mix concrete was placed on some 21 000 m2
of roads on this projects creating 234 jobs and providing training for 220
workers. The project included the implementation of BIM 360 and digital
workﬂow created for a typical works inspection process.

Depicted below, is an illustration of a Workﬂow created for a typical works inspection process
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Water & Sanitation

Our energetic and enthusiastic team has continued to evolve and

During 2021, we infused digitalization into our design work ﬂow and in the

capacitate in wading through the current economic climate. In 2021, this

Mhlabatshane BWSS project for Umgeni Water, developed a digital twin of

evolution commenced within the unit through the promotion of Terence

the river abstraction works – allowing enhanced design efﬁciency and

Thumbaya from Principal Engineer to Functional Manager overseeing the

ultimately reduced environmental impact. This use of the technology was

Division. Our investment in people coupled with our commitment to

featured in the July 2021 SAICE Civil Engineering Magazine in an article

innovation has created opportunities for new positions and further growth

written by Graham Simpson, Kyle Holmes and Richard Jones.

with Richard Jones (Technologist), being appointed BIM Lead for the
division in 2021.

Looking ahead, we understand that more needs to be done to aid economic
recovery in South Africa. To this end, the division appreciates the value of

Growth has continued as we focused on enlarging our footprint through

Private/Public Partner Relationships and Contractor Driven Relationships.

diversiﬁcation into new areas of work and into new geographical areas. Our

Private-public partnerships (PPPs) can help improve South Africa's water

carefully considered bidding strategy has proven successful as we have

infrastructure and create opportunities for the introduction of

secured appointments in the City of Cape Town, Buffalo city and on the

technological advancements in the sector. Although, there is a need to

panel for the Johannesburg Water and the City of Ekurhuleni.

adopt legislation to allow the formation of PPPs in such a way that it
accelerates the construction and operation of new infrastructure. PPPs
would assist with many of the problems government and municipalities
face in operating, maintaining and improving water infrastructure; and thus
foresee this as a viable mechanism to address the pending crisis predicted
in the coming years. The Water and Sanitation Division are currently
engaging in high level discussions with key role players in the industry to
better understand the Technical, Legal, Financial and overall Commercial
Risks associated with this form of contracting.

Vulindlela Bulk Water Scheme

On 23 November 1994, the Presidential Reconstruction & Development

expected to grow from the current 23 Mℓ/day to approximately 48.4 Mℓ/day.

Programme Lead Projects initiative was published in the Government

The 30-year demands will supply approximately 61 500 households (370

Gazette 16085 and launched by then State President Nelson Mandela to

000 people) in the Msunduzi and uMngeni Municipalities with potable

“address the problems of poverty and the gross inequality evident in almost

water.

all aspects of South African society”. One of the high impact projects
earmarked for Rural Water Provision's under the programme was the

In November 2021, Naidu Consulting and Umgeni Water advertised a

Vulindlela Bulk Water Supply Scheme (BWSS) in KZN.

construction tender for the Phase 1 upgrade of the Vulindlela BWSS. The

On 21 March 1998, Human Rights Day, President Nelson Mandela

scope of works includes the construction of a 20Mℓ reinforced concrete

commissioned the original Vulindlela BWSS in a ceremony where he

reservoir, pump station, 2.4 km of DN600 and 3.75 km of DN200 steel

addressed delegates and members of the community at the Taylors Halt

pipelines. Construction of Phase 2, which comprises of a DN800 steel

Stadium.

pipeline, 10Mℓ reservoir and 2 x Pump Stations, is earmarked to be
advertised in June 2022.

The Vulindlela BWSS supply footprint is approximately 280 square
kilometres, belonging to the Ingonyama Trust in the Msunduzi Municipality.
The 30-year water demand projection for the Vulindlela BWSS area is
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Economic Development

Government has signalled its intent to mainstream job creation and this has

Mobilisation of our next tier of engineers has continued in 2021 as the unit

never been more clearly articulated than through an unprecedented

welcomed the company's ﬁrst female sector manager through Suraya

number of EPWP, LIC and training tenders over the last year. For the last 10

Ramprasad. Suraya has shown her leadership and continues to grow in her

years, Economic development has been capacitating for this predicted

role. Other staff were encoruaged to contribute to technical papers - one of

inﬂux, mobilisng the team to support socio economic initiatives. Our work

which was accepted for presentation at the national IMESA conference.

on EPWP has continued whilst the Labour Intensive Construction

Encouragingly, growth of our staff has included our many administrators

Programme initiated through the Ofﬁce of the President has seen the

one of whose inspiring story featured in the Durban SAICE outlook!

division expand our client base by winning several MISA bids. These projects
have catalysed a MISA Hub which has enabled the rapid mobilisation of

“ As youth, we must always
remember that where we
come from or what we are
going through does not
determine where we are going.

resources across 7 provinces to ensure constant service delivery.
Through these projects as well as our work with SAICE, we have trained
some 692 people on NQF 5 & 7 and various capacitation workshops. Our
investment in virtual training platforms has allowed us to train as many as 70

Dane Strachan

people per week from around the country. We continue to invest in these
systems whilst we challenge the systems developers to enhance the
features and beneﬁts on offer. Coupled with this, we also gained our CETA
Accreditation for NQF 2, 3, 4 construction road worker with promising

2021 has undoubtedly been a year of growth for Economic Development. As

opportunities in the near future.

we approach 2022, we look forward to enhancing our training programme
Whilst we continue to play an important part in these development

whilst reinforcing our strength in labour intensive construction. We look

programmes, our efforts with corridor development initiatives has gained

forward to contributing to rebuilding South Africa, one step at a time.

traction with support to several SANRAL and KZN Department of Transport
projects.

My journey as a Sector Manager
has caused me to shift my thinking
to actively contribute towards the
management of the division and our team.
I continue to learn and grow and appreciate
the opportunity.
Thabiso Maisela is a clerk at the Ratanda Sewer
Upgrade Project in Lesedi Local Municipality.

Suraya Ramprasad

Thabiso is currently the only bread winner in his
household of four.
EPWP is more than just about numbers.

692
18336
People
Trained

Training
Hours
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Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) is how we do things
A look at some of our efforts
Our Vision statement, “Naidu Consulting is a leading provider of quality, economic and innovative engineering solutions that will be renowned for social
and environmental awareness,” speaks clearly to our commitment to our ESG aspirations.

Environment

Social

Impact on our planet

Valuing our People & Community

Ÿ

Eastleigh erosion protection: solution included the protection of the

•

natural watercourse and surrounding community.
Ÿ

P20: Recycle, Re-use and Reconstruct principles limited the use of

•

new raw materials, prevented the opening of new quarries, reduced

Ÿ

necessary.
•

Unrest Response: Emergency food supplies provided to employees

•

Rebuilding efforts: Free building inspections services offered to

•

Winter Month: Partnered with SAICE on their winter month drive

•

Mandela Day: Employees delivered 200 loaves of bread, 200 jars of

Canelands Pedestrian and Pipe Bridge: Proposed use of the existing
steel sub-structure to support its replacement new deck to limit

impacted by the unrests in Kwazulu Natal.

construction activities and protect the underlying wetland.
Ÿ

Siza Water: overseeing environmental studies to ensure minimal

Ÿ

Virtual Training: Mainstreamed virtual training to limit travel

COVID-19: Rapid response to the pandemic to protect all staff, clients
and our community from COVID-19 and providing support where

haulage, reduced energy and subsequent emissions leading to a
reduced carbon footprint.

KPIs: KPIs of managerial staff include socio economic initiatives
through our projects.

companies whose infrastructure was impacted by the July unrests.

environmental impact.

and collected over 50 blankets.

throughout South Africa for LIC NQF Level 7 training with reduced

peanut butter, balls, juice, nappies, toys, kiddies tables, chairs, and

emissions related to travel and reduced paper through digital course

Dettol to various creches long the P714.

material and digital assessments.

•

Dedicated Unit: Our Economic Development unit is a dedicated unit

Ÿ

Labour Intensive Construction: Promoting working by hand reducing

which exists to support socio-economic upliftment through job

emissions from plant.

creation, training, capacitation and corridor development.

Ÿ

Digital Transformation: Mainstreaming digitization, augmented
reality and digital twinning to reduce construction errors, and further
emissions related to rework.

Governance
Our corporate governance practices
•

Recruitment: Diversity, inclusion and equity is supported in our
recruitment and remuneration practices.

•
•

Ethics: We prescribe to a strong code of ethics.
Upskilling: We continued to upskill our employees and build on their
operational capabilities during 2021.

•

QMS: We have once again passed our Dekra Audit and are Quality,
Safety and Environmentally compliant.

•

Dedicated Unit: Our Construction Administration unit is dedicated to

•

Up-to-date: we are continually keeping abreast with the latest

supporting legislative and contractual compliance.
legislation, good governance and best international practice.

ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT

No.5 The Boulevard, West Way Ofce Park,
7 Harry Gwala Road, Westville, 3635
PO Box 2796, Westville, 3635
Ofces in Pretoria, East London & Cape Town

T +27 31 265 6007 | F +27 31 265 6011
info@naiduconsulting.com
www.naiduconsulting.com

